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The Value of Growth: Why Has Quality Locally Cratered Relative to Global Quality?
In a single word: Growth.
Companies have a lot in common with communities, villages, towns, cities, and countries. For one,
they grow. For another, the same natural laws that govern the growth of mammals (e.g. human
beings, cows, lions, whales) determine the growth of cities, countries, and yes, companies. These
natural laws are referred to as allometric1 in that they govern the characteristics of growth (scaling)
of organisms across species by placing constraints on misalignments between mass (size) on the one
hand and power, temperature, and organ functionality on the other. Town planners might not be
aware, but the principles of town planning are based on qualities of allometry in biology. Many
businesspeople are not aware of the impact of allometry on their businesses, hence the high failure
rate of enterprises. Even less cognizant of allometry are politicians and legislatures and hence the
high failure rate of policies and countries. South Africa, through statist tendencies, has violated the
tenets of scaling its communities, villages, towns, cities allometrically, and both investors and
companies listed on the Johannesburg Securities Exchange (JSE) are paying for it very, very dearly.
To us here at First Avenue, the outcome is evident in the comparison between the fortunes of our
global equity proposition and our S.A. equity propositions. Both invest in High Quality companies
whose internal organs better maximise metabolic capacity (production of energy and materials
required to sustain and reproduce life) and minimise energy loss such that natural selection favors
their continued existence relative to their competitors.
Figure 1:
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What Quality companies are metabolising (transform inputs into economic energy or) economic
growth. They metabolise economic growth by arbitraging factors of production for higher revenue,
and ultimately, economic profits (returns above the cost of capital). Growth cannot happen without
a continuous supply of resources (food and oxygen in organisms). Organisms eat, metabolise,
distribute metabolic energy to their cells where some is allocated to the repair and maintenance of
existing cells, some to replace cells that have died, and some to create new ones that add to your
biomass (old organisms use metabolic energy mostly for repair and sustenance while young organisms
use metabolic energy almost exclusively for growth). This (sequence of events) is the template for
how all growth occurs – the equivalent of renewing corporate value in companies and ratcheting up
economic development in countries. It is none other than the law of conservation of energy –
whatever goes in must be accounted for in terms of how it is allocated between the various categories
of what it acts upon and produces – maintenance or growth. First question; which of the two do South
African policy addressing? Which of the two does the country need the most?
Located in our cells, mitochondria (legislators of how our bodies repair, renew, and multiply) convert
the food we eat and oxygen we breath into metabolic energy for our muscles to draw on no differently
from (i) how management of companies convert factors of production in the economy into profits to
create national wealth, and (ii) politicians in the legislature arrange laws around the aims of the
citizenry to express their ingenuity in various walks of life. If our cells require food and oxygen to
create metabolic energy and distribute it around the body, where do companies obtain factors of
production to arbitrage for economic profits? The government is elected for a reason – it acts as a
heart that pumps oxygen rich blood (distributes taxes and govt. debt) to cells (various arms of national
and municipal government) essential for the citizenry to transform into economic value.
In South Africa, economic transmission mechanisms are not following the biological functionality you
find among living organisms in nature. In our humble opinion, we attribute the problem to one of two
factors, God forbid both:
•
•

The size of the country is out of proportion with prescriptions of nature (loss of allometry). As a
result, the country is collapsing on its own weight; and or
The functionality of its circulatory system which pumps and delivers nutrition and energy blood to
cells around the country is compromised beyond critical levels required to sustain, let alone,
reproduce economic value. As a result, the country’s organs are collapsing on themselves.

Either way, there is capriciously inadequate raw material for companies in South Africa to arbitrage;
and worse still, average skilled workers struggle to arbitrage their labor for livelihood, let alone,
savings and investment for the future of their families. In other words, it has become increasingly
difficult for anyone but the highly skilled to extract great economics from arbitraging their labor in the
economy. So, for all the value a company may have (e.g. Truworth’s loyal credit customer base), and

a skill a Truworths worker --say a fashion buyer -- has, there is a dearth of inputs or resources to
arbitrage for growth. Most tragically, the only companies that are thriving in this environment are
those that supply (export) raw materials (resources) to countries who have both allometry and
optimum biological systems (economic functionality) to generate growth (or those who are listed in
South Africa -- e.g. Naspers, Prosus -- but operate in economies with superior allometric
environments). You can see it in the attribution of our results in this quarter:
Figure 2:

Attribution: Top 5 Contributors and Bottom 5 Contributors (S.A. Gen Equity)
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First, let us simplify the concept of allometry. Nature has its own way of making sure that living
organisms grow in such proportion that they are not unwieldly. Trees do not grow taller than their
trunks can support them. Humans, no matter how much weightlifting and body building they do, will
never grow so tall or big that their body cannot support their structure. That is why there are no
mammals the size of tiny ants and there are not mammals the size of King Kong or Godzilla. For the
most part, growth in organisms is constrained by its metabolic rate (energy produced per unit time)
which is linked to the rate of oxygen consumption. The metabolic rate most animals scale to is ¾.
That is, for every unit growth in mass, it produces a corresponding ¾ growth in power (strength).
Scaling, quite simply, refers to how a system responds when its size changes. If an animal is twice the
size of another, the metabolic energy it requires to sustain life, replace dead cells, and create new cells
is not two times but lower by a quarter as its mass to power relationship is 3/4. For example, a cat
having mass 100 times that of a mouse will consume only 32 times the energy a mouse consumes.
The scaling law for metabolic rate, known as Kleiber’s law after the biologist who first articulated it, is
valid across life – fish, crustacea, bacteria, plants, and cells.
This is the reason why regardless of how small an animal is (hamster) or big (whale), they will have the
same number of heartbeats over an average life despite having different beats per minute. Heart
beats scale with weight and size. Strength in body builders (how much they can lift) scales with body

weight at a rate of two thirds. The registration of patents in a city scale with the population size of
cities. These scaling principles are all around you. Man’s creations simply mimic nature or they fail
over time. Net income and total assets scale at a given ratio with the number of employees. There is
no point growing one variable (e.g. number of employees) if it goes out of proportion with net income
or net assets follow. In the case of employees, you will not be able to pay them if business did not
come in fast enough to match the rate of “job creation”. Likewise, there is no point growing your
business faster than your employees can process it. You will lose customers. These are allometric
laws of nature. Superman or Godzilla are fictional because they violate these laws. Superman has far
more strength than his size accounts for biologically, and Godzilla far more size than nature can scale
for strength.
South Africa’s population growth of c.70m (59m plus an estimate of 11m illegal immigration) affects
the ratio in which its cities and towns can scale a myriad of facilities ranging from infrastructure,
patents and innovation, petrol stations, wages, restaurants, hospitals, schools, and ultimately GDP.
These things scale with population at universal rates worldwide. In other words, policy makers do not
build Superman or Godzilla and presume the strength will come. Neither should citizens expect
Superman type strength from a normal sized country. Former director at the Institute for Transport
and Economics at Dresden University of Technology in Germany, Dirk Helbing, investigated how
various characteristics of cities scale with city size across European nations. One of the more mundane
characteristics he plotted was the number of petrol stations as a function of city size as measured by
population. The ratio here is 85% rather than the magical 75% we spoke about earlier for metabolic
rate. Doubling the population size in a city requires only an 85% increase in petrol stations. In other
words, tell me the population of a town or city and I will tell you how many petrol stations you should
have. Businesses need to know this ratio. Town planners need to know this ratio. Do not act
independently of this ratio if you want to have a good business or a vibrant city.
Another set of researchers, Luis Bettencourt from Los Alamos and Jose Lobo, an urban economist at
Arizona State University, assembled and analyzed extensive data sets covering a broad range of
metrics across the globe ranging from Spain, Netherlands to Japan, China, Colombia and Brazil. They
found that only 85% more of the total length of pipes, roads, or electrical wires is needed with every
doubling of population size in a city. Thus, a city of 10 million people typically needs 15% less of the
same infrastructure compared with two cities of 5 million each, leading up to significant savings in
material and energy use (makes a case for bigger cities whose strengths are in savings of resources
spent). This is the definition of economies of scale. Other benefits of scaling at universal rates are
reduction in pollution and emissions with the counter intuitive outcome of the larger the city, the
greener it should be! Using this logic, Joburg should be greener than East London on a per person
basis, and East London greener than Port Alfred. These dimensionless ratios collapse to single
universal curve. But what happens when a town, city, and country does not enjoy savings and benefits
prescribed by allometry because it falls off the universal curve of allometry that defines the quality of
life and standard of living in comparable cities and communities across the world? Infrastructure,
goods, delivery of essential services (security, hospitals, schools, sanitation), and effluents of
production such as air, noise, and water pollution creak when scaled sub-optimally for population size.
South Africa has structurally deteriorated in each of these and other measures for a sustained period
now. We posit that South Africa is scaling at sub-optimal levels. Not at 85% for cities or 75% for
metabolic rates but most likely at alarmingly lower rates.
How has this affected so called ‘S.A. Inc’ stocks? If infrastructure build, goods, delivery of essential
services, and so on are scaling sub-optimally, then population sizes of various cities are not worth their
weight in economic opportunity. Businesses that attempt to provide goods to that community or city
find that the absence of complimentary services or facilities limits opportunity. In other words, there
is no such thing as a petrol station without a car repair shop in town, and there is no car in town

without a petrol station, and there is no car dealership in town without a petrol station and a car repair
shop. Which comes first? If you cannot figure out this riddle to growth, then do not invest. The heart
and the body size and weight need to be in proportion to each other for the circulatory system to work
well with the respiratory and digestive system. That they are out of sync across South African
communities explains the so-called investment strike used to malign companies and entrepreneurs.
Businesses that find themselves in this vicious cycle stop investing locally to hoard cash (or look for
growth in countries with the virtuous cycle of growth where they often encounter cultural risks they
cannot scale). Either way, the fortunes of these companies on the stock market reflect their lack of
access to growth relative to global peers.

Figure 3.

MSCI S.A vs. MSCI E.M: 2016 – Q2 2020
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The vicious cycle is also reflected in their valuations.
Figure 4.

2 Year Forward PE Ratio, MSCI S.A vs. MSCI World vs. MSCI E.M: 2010 – Q2 2020
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And slowly, South Africa as an investment destination is losing global relevance.
Figure 5.

MSCI SA Weight in MSCI EM Over Time

Source: SBG Securities SA, MSCI

If the problem is not allometry, it is loss of functionality in delivery systems to economic growth cells
that is the problem. We mentioned earlier that the government pumps oxygen rich blood (budget
allocations) to cells that sustain, repair, and renew economic value. We liken the national government
to main arteries in the body that carry blood at a speed 40 centimeters per second when the blood

leaves the heart. As blood travels further from the heart after leaving large arteries, it slows down to
a velocity of 1 millimetre per second inside of smaller vessels known as capillaries. We liken
municipalities to capillaries. This slow speed is in fact not a disadvantage. The leisurely speed ensures
that oxygen carried by the blood has sufficient time to diffuse across the walls of the capillaries into
cells (this is the reason why blood is drawn from low pressure blood vessels –municipalities-- to test
one’s health for various medical conditions). So, if you were going to build a government as South
Africa did in 1994 or run one as all the successive administrations have, you would be wise to pattern
the speed and efficiency with which your organs of government should operate on these laws; no
differently from how power grids are patterned after the circulatory system. You would not, for
instance, draw blood from high blood pressure vessels like arteries (national government) as we do in
South Africa. We are simply struggling to stop the bleeding in State Owned Enterprises (SOEs) where
a lot of blood is drawn and intended to deliver economic benefits to the country. We are now suffering
endemic value leakage from these high-pressure arteries of government policy without solution in
sight to stop the bleeding.
If the idea is to scale growth sustainably, it would behove the government (and businesspeople) to
pay attention to allometry. For instance, laws of biology are such that differences in velocity of blood
between large blood vessels (aorta and arteries) and small ones (capillaries) is the same across
mammals. Blood pressures are also the same between all mammals – a mole and an elephant - a
human being and a whale. These laws are species invariant. Growth, across all living organisms, is
primarily determined by how energy is delivered to cells, and this is constrained by universal
properties that transcend specie design. Given this, shouldn’t SOEs be community based (closer to
cells/communities) where inputs are transformed into growth? What is the point of a national
electricity company if watts never reach cells where they are converted into economic energy?
Without kilowatts (let alone expensive and erratically supplied electricity), how do businesses produce
goods and services? What becomes of the aims and ingenuity of the citizenry without electrical
oxygen? The country is simply not producing metabolic energy.
Well aware that few man-made systems come close to mimicking nature in optimising performance
of the various systems (circulatory, respiratory, renal, etc) in our bodies, it is paramount to invoke
natural laws as much as possible if you want to sustain economic development.
Please allow us to make the same point differently as it is crucial to understanding the dismal
performance of the vast majority of JSE listed companies. Most of the blood in mammals resides in
the arteries of the upper part of the network systems in our bodies (e.g. respiratory system). Liken
this to the national branch of the government who receive the bulk of budget allocations. As we
mentioned earlier, it also travels at a faster velocity here than it does as blood vessels turn from
arteries to capillaries (become smaller). Yet almost all cardiac output (effort) goes into pumping blood
through the smaller vessels (capillaries/municipalities). If it did not, cells in your body would not
receive oxygen to metabolize energy and you lose functionality of those bodily parts (e.g. fingers, hips,
knees, legs, toes). How would you sustain healthy cells, replace dead ones, and create new ones to
create growth tissue in your muscles and organs? Hypoxia is the term used to describe the failure of
capillaries to deliver food and oxygen to the mitochondria in cells to sustain, repair, and grow. This is
the term we would use to describe the failure of municipalities (equivalent of capillaries) to deliver
services essential to sustenance, maintenance, and growth to local communities in villages, towns,
and cities. The country and companies operating in it are experiencing hypoxia.
Our analysis is not so much interested in the reasons why (e.g. incompetence, corruption, and so on)
as it is interested in asking you to spare a thought for businesses and entrepreneurs trying to seek
value unlocking growth in country whose design is incongruent with natural laws of life. Look no
further than northern European countries for examples of designs congruent with natural laws of life

– sustainable development. Look no further than the United States who appreciates and is not in
denial that embedded in its design is the fact that human life is collateral to the sustenance of the
most aggressive form of capitalism known to man. The individual needs to die for the system to
prosper and endure. One man, Jeff Bezos can have US$172bn and another man $0 depending on what
they deliver to society. As a direct result of this characteristic of American life, the country has taken
to administering cardioversion to the economy at, or to avert, cyclical downturns. Today, well over
half the stimuli to prevent a collapse of the global economy from the scourge of COVID 19 is funded
by the United States.
Figure 6:

Global Central Bank Securities Purchases, Rolling 12m, $trn.

Source: Citi Research

The moral of the story is - acknowledge the flaws in your system and be ready to remedy them
medically. But do not deny the flaws in your construct and under prescribe the remedy

Figure 7:

Global PMIs Rebounding

Source: Citi Research

Industrial production in the United States and other countries who put out stimuli is commensurate
with the designs of their economies.
South Africa’s problem is not that its meagre stimulus both pales in comparison to the depth of the
economic downturn and is also inconsequential to the structural flaw in the design of the country.
South Africa’s real problem is that it refuses to submit itself to cardioversion to jump start its heart.
The patient, whose cardiac output, hypoxia, allometry violates the universal curve that natural
phenomena collapse to, is refusing to jump start his heart. Instead, he insists on processing a R500bn
(US$30bn) stimulus through the same biologically flawed design which has lost functionality. Not even
a pacemaker will do for this patient. Hence, its PMI has not rebounded.
Spare a thought for the men and women who run and work for S.A. Inc companies as they try to make
sense of all of this.
S.A. Inc., is however, where a large proportion of our portfolio is invested. Is our portfolio a lost cause,
given the discussion above? No. We believe that natural selection now has a free reign in redesigning
the economic landscape of the country, regardless of the government’s opposition. Do not bet against
natural selection. It is the most powerful force in nature. First, we showed earlier that natural
selection has reduced South Africa’s weighting in global EM indices to a level that betrays national
pride. Natural selection has also ensured that South Africa’s GDP in proportion to global GDP
continues to fall precipitously. If you wanted to see how badly scaled the country is, the economy
ranks as the 35th largest in the world and 89th on a per capita basis. The country is a lot smaller,
inefficient, unproductive, and economically unreliable than its population would suggest. Natural
selection will simply align investment, not to population size, but to GDP per capita (commensurate
with the 89th ranked economy in the world, Jordan, which has a population size of 10m).
This number 10m has resonance with people in families supported by 6.6m individuals who were
expected to submit tax returns in 2019. Of the 6.6m, 1.7m account for 80% of personal income tax
collected by the government. As government finances collapse, posing a risk to its elaborate social

net (grant system), businesses proving food, clothing, education, healthcare, private security, and so
on will cut their coats according to this cloth. The outcome of this imbalance is South Africa’s worst
GDP growth in a decade on record – even worse than the 1990s which included the famous Rubicon
Speech.
Figure 8:

South African GDP Growth by Decade

The Retail Sector
Natural selection has begun rebalancing the retail sector. The demise of Edcon Group, a 90yr clothing
retailer would drastically reduce supply in the industry. Alongside this, the retreat of international
players will align supply and clothing inflation with the opportunity value associated with 10m people.
One simply must look at where the various Edcon Group were competitively placed in the industry to
know there will be sighs of relief by management of the remaining field.
Figure 9:

Target Market Overlap – Edcon Group vs. Peers

Source: First Avenue Analysis

Competing credit retailers will welcome the latest developments at Edcon whose credit sales were a
little under 40% of total sales.
Figure 10: Percentage of Credit Sales per Company
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While some parts of Edcon will be bought out of bankruptcy and brought back into the field, these will
form a much smaller part of the competitive landscape, and the new owners of these parts will have
the herculean task of inspiring confidence in its customers. Supplementing this development will be
the bankruptcy of a plethora of independent clothing shops in various malls and shopping centres and
a freeze in space expansion by the remaining field. For instance, the Foschini Group could not have
been clearer in its capital raise that the proceeds were destined for debt reduction and ecommerce
strategies. Natural selection is rescaling the economy toward the universal growth curve found in
nature. Any efforts to stand in its way will fail quickly and miserably.
As importantly, a repair of capital allocation – international expansion - that characterised the industry
a few years ago, will be an added tailwind. And as we discussed earlier, International expansion was
not hubris. It was an inability to make sense of the steady loss of allometry in the South African
economy. While the economic water is too muddy to see through, it is also true that clothing retail
shares are priced for being stuck in quicksand.
An investor does not have to believe in the moats of these businesses, as we do, to own them. The
unlock of value intrinsic to listed clothing retailers and the rebalancing of supply and demand in the
industry is not even nearly priced in. As for moats, it is instructive that Truworth’s credit membership
has continued to grow, with highly compelling and competitive credit metrics, despite the slump in
share prices. Clearly, the slump was not caused by a deterioration in its bread and butter. It was
something else – a badly timed and badly conceived acquisition in the UK, entrance of international
players, and an overcrowded field of domestic offerings. Mr. Price has fully restored its value offering
and reinstated the gap between itself and Truworths, Foschini, and Woolworths. Together with
Pepkor, it has a reason to exist in a 10m population economy.
There is overcapacity everywhere in the economy. The private hospital industry is no different. It will
have to cut its coat to its cloth if it does not want to be beset by bankruptcy. Prior to COVID 19,
capacity utilization in South African private hospitals was around 75%. This hardly justifies expansion,
nor does it justify new entrants. A return to prudent and judicious capital allocation will serve as an
additional tailwind to unlocking value in hospitals. Netcare has finally rid itself of the albatross that

has hung around its neck in the UK for well over a decade. Life Healthcare has retreated from MAX
India, while Mediclinic is still holding onto its empire of hospitals in Europe and the Middle East.
Figure 11:

12month Forward PE Ratio – Apparel Retailers

Source: First Avenue Analysis

Figure 12:

12month Forward PE Ratio - Hospitals

Source: First Avenue Analysis

These sectors, along with others in S.A. Inc, are now considered Value stocks (not based on Quality
but pricing). S.A. Value would also include many small cap stocks. Value stocks of weak, no moat,
companies will be dealt with harshly by natural selection. The great opportunity is in the strong, moaty
businesses. However, you do not have to believe in moats to appreciate the opportunity purely from
a pricing perspective. Moats only muddy the debate about how much more valuable an asset is. That
it has value is indisputable. How it got to be cheap, and what the non-macro catalyst is, is the subject
of this report. And this opportunity is worth playing for.

Figure 13:

MSCI S.A. Value vs. MSCI S.A. Growth

Source: First Avenue Analysis

Following is the sector positioning in our two South African equity strategies, General Equity and
Focused Equity.
Figure 14:

Sector Over-weights, Underweights S.A. General Equity Strategy: June 30, 2020
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Figure 15:

Top Ten Holdings S.A. General Equity Strategy: June 30, 2020
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Source: First Avenue

Figure 16:

Sector Over-weights, Underweights S.A. Focused Equity Strategy: June 30, 2020
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Figure 17:

Top Ten Holdings S.A. Focused Equity Strategy: June 30, 2020

Stock

%

Naspers

29.1

Mondi Plc

5.6

Bidvest Group

5.1
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5.0
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4.9
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4.8
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Source: First Avenue

Global Equity
Of all our strategies, our global equity proposition has benefited the most from the COVID 19 induced
structural shift from cyclical growth companies to both high quality and new economy businesses.
Where an investor on the JSE has had no option but to own mining companies whose products are
exported to countries with better allometry than South Africa, an investor in the global arena has
endless options through which they can profitably participate in the manufacturing of the future. We
have taken full advantage of these options. Our investment outcomes since the beginning of 2020
have made up for the period in which we lagged global cyclicals in 2018 and 2019.
Figure 18:
First Avenue Global Equity Strategy vs. Peer SA Global Equity Unit Trusts: Inception
to end Q2, 2020
Ranking of Global Family Fund vs SA Global Equity Unit Trusts
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Source: Morningstar, First Avenue

Figure 19:

Global Equity Strategy Top Ten Holdings: Q2 2020
Stock

Sector

%

Amazon

Consumer Discretionary

6.6

Hermes International

Consumer Discretionary

5.4

Tencent Holdings Ltd

Communication Services

5.0

Facebook Inc-Class A

Communication Services

4.4

Alphabet Inc-Cl C

Communication Services

4.3

Roche Holding

Health Care

4.2

Kakaku.Com Inc

Communication Services

4.1

Walmart Inc

Consumer Staples

4.0

Rational Ag
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3.9
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Information Technology

3.7

Source: First Avenue

It has been well argued that Quality better lends itself to global investing rather than local investing.
A review of our global equity fund and the offshore portion of our local with offshore strategy shows
that we own businesses and business models that we do not expect to see on the local bourse for
decades to come.
We own outright software or software enabled businesses. Consider traditional businesses like
Hermes, the world’s preeminent luxury business. It never missed a beat in sales becomes consumers
continued to seek and acquire its products online even during the lockdown. The urge to ennoble
oneself through a Birkin bag did not lose its appeal despite the trauma of COVID 19!
While the fund owns the highest Quality properties in the world, we have recently increased our
representation of European names by adding more luxury, Moncler, and the world’s leading travel
technology company, Amadeus IT Group at favourable valuations. We also diversified a little bit away
from Nasdaq to find compelling valuations in traditional energy (Exxon Mobil and Baker Hughes). We
believe this provides the fund with balance and protection in the event of rotation from high
performing growth into underperforming high dividend yields with Quality.
We look forward to talking to you more about this strategy in the coming months and quarters!
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